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Chessable's beating heart

The science of learning

by Prof Barry Hymer

How do you describe chess to your friends and family? It’s an age-old
question, of course. Chess is variously described as a game, a sport, an art,
and a science, and of course each of these descriptors can claim at least a
measure of validity. Even at the micro-level of playing styles, we can make
a case for symbolic exemplars in each category: as a game, we can invoke
the mindgames of Lasker, the competitive spirit of Korchnoi, or the
coffeehouse genius of Carlsen at play (the insane Bong Cloud, anyone?).
As a sport, we can cite the athletic dynamism of Fischer’s, Judit Polgar’s, or
Gelfand’s play. As an art, we could enthuse about the left-field,
right-hemisphere creativity of Tal, Speelman, or Ivanchuk. And as a
science, we can point to the stern dogmatism of Steinitz or Tarrasch, the
steely logic of engineer Botvinnik, or the ultra-pragmatism of Karpov.
However we choose to characterise chess, what is clear is that science is at
the heart of its mastery (or at least the pursuit thereof), just as science
underpins excellence in game-playing, sport and even art: when it comes
to games, the mathematical models of game-theory decision-making are
a high-end example (a field in which the former chess professional IM
Alexander Matros has built his academic reputation). In sport, science is
applied widely – knowingly or not – eg via the mechanics of motion or
Bernoulli’s Principle in baseball, cricket, swimming, and yachting. And
science is in play in art at the level of technique and composition of course,
but also conceptually – indeed both art and science are attempts at
portraying and explaining the human condition, albeit in very different
ways.
Little wonder then that Chessable, with its aim to make chess
improvement as effective and enjoyable a process as possible, has put the
science of learning at its core from the outset. We offer a skeletal
summary of the key scientific processes here, but in this document I would
like to offer a slightly fuller account for users interested in unpacking the
broader science behind our platform. Because science privileges curiosity
and scepticism, and progresses via a continual process of refutation and/or
refinement of existing theory, Chessable will continue to evolve over time
as existing features are phased out in response to new insights and
understandings, and new features are introduced in their place.
So what do we know (currently) about the science of learning, and how do
we see this made manifest in the Chessable platform? Within the
constraints of ‘present purposes’ I propose to outline a succinct response
to this question under the following headings:

Learning is (or should be) visible

Within the field of educational research and practice over the past two decades, the work of Prof John Hattie has
commanded an extraordinarily strong influence. Hattie is a psychometrician whose life’s work has been focused on
examining very many thousands of published studies in pursuit of an answer to the question, ‘What are the most (and least)
powerful influences on educational achievement?’ He has done this (and continues to do this) by conducting meta-reviews
of studies – combining multiple studies in particular areas and extruding ‘effect sizes’ for these. Many of the most powerful
influences (the highest effect sizes) turn out to be incorporated – mostly by dint of design but sometimes by good fortune –
into the Chessable platform. Among these we can include the notion of high quality and timely feedback (about the task,
the process of doing the task, and the self-regulation aspects of the task) and the provision of formative evaluation
(real-time judgments and pointers towards improved performance). The spaced repetition system on which Chessable
courses are built derives much of its power from its capacity for providing immediate and targeted feedback to users, and a
coherent structure to assist progression.
Hattie makes the point that we all know only too well – that our cognitive architecture has its limitations. We can only
devote so much cognitive processing power to learning things – and learning necessarily includes ‘retention over time’ when
we use a widely accepted definition of learning as ‘a change in long-term memory’ (Kirschner et al, 2006), hence the salient
role of the Chessable Review function. So we build ‘schema’ to help us learn and remember, and strategies to assist in the
process. Experts as opposed to non-experts “... have deeper and more principled problem representations that allow more
retrieval and resolution, thus demonstrating how they can effectively use the load on their cognition (eg when playing
chess, solving equations, reading history” (Hattie, 2009, p30). A key difference between experts and non-experts is, as
Hattie observes, that experience matters less than deliberative practice when it comes to improving performance.
Here we (and Hattie) draw too on the influential work of Anders Ericsson and colleagues, who describe deliberative practice
activities as being “... at an appropriate, challenging level of difficulty, and enable successive refinement by allowing for
repetition, given room to make and correct errors, and providing informative feedback to the learning” (van Gog, Ericsson,
Rikers & Paas, 2005, p.75).
It should be readily apparent how Chessable seeks to respect the above processes in its offer: recognising that our users will
wish to use their limited study time as efficiently as possible, we aim to privilege deliberative practice over experience per se
in pursuit of mastery (expert-level performance). Users have agency in selecting their own courses at an appropriately
challenging level of difficulty (within their ‘zone of proximal development’ in Vygotskyan terms). To this end the platform
offers some indicative guidance, but in large measure this decision rests with the users – as Hattie has revealed, we tend to
have pretty accurate understandings of our levels of achievement and to be knowledgeable about our prospects for success
– a finding which is at the heart of one of his strongest influences on achievement (‘student self-report grades’). The
subsequent immersion in processes of refinement, repetition, making and correction of errors, and the receiving of detailed
feedback about learning represents of course our experience of every Chessable course.

But perhaps the single most resonant takeaway from the ongoing Hattie research is the concept of learning being
made visible. In fact he uses this phrase as the title of his best-known work, and describes visible teaching and learning
as occurring “... when learning is the explicit goal, when it is appropriately challenging, when the teacher and the
student both (in their various ways) seek to ascertain whether and to what degree the challenging goal is attained,
when there is deliberate practice aimed at attaining mastery of the goal, when there is feedback given and sought, and
when there are active, passionate, and engaging people ... participating in the act of learning” (Hattie, 2009, p22). The
biggest effects of learning occur then when students become their own teachers, at which point such powerful and
desirable self-regulatory attributes as self-monitoring, self-evaluation, self-assessment and self-teaching are in the
ascendant. Chessable’s authors, engineers and developers take on the mantle of passionate teacher, but we invite our
users increasingly and necessarily to take on the learning role for themselves.

Learning involves both
system and psychology
As much as Chessable’s offer is reliant on efficient and finely-grained
systems, with the small army of developers and engineers that support
this, it is worth emphasising that there is a strong – indeed crucial –
psychological dimension to the learning process. Whilst we know so much
more about learning now than we did decades ago, there remains the task
of actually embracing learning technologies consistently. This requires the
conversion of will – eg the desire to improve at chess – into the volitional
elements of willpower, the focus of much of Roy Baumeister’s academic
energies.
As a platform, Chessable doesn’t offer its members therapeutic
interventions, but it does incorporate a number of features that aim to
enhance the psychological aspects of learning. These include:
● Drivers for intrinsic motivation in the form of courses that are
stimulating, novel and challenging;
● Secondary drivers for extrinsic motivation in the form of an array of
reward features to be earned (and traded);
● Drivers for stamina and persistence in the form of reminders for review
and recognition for consistent application of time and effort;
● Drivers for peer support and communication in the form of features for
facilitating contact with other course users and authors;
● Drivers for creativity and reciprocity in the form of features for creating
and sharing new courses (some of our most popular and highly
regarded courses share this provenance).

In harnessing these drivers, Chessable aligns itself emphatically with a
mastery orientation for learning, rather than a performance-orientation
(outlined explicitly in a branch of psychology known as achievement goal
theory). In essence, it is more important to improve than it is to prove.
Improvement will ultimately be demonstrated (proven) in competitive
play, but it is the sense of making steady progress that keeps our most
committed users motivated to continue their studies. In fact the one driver
above that is most associated with a performance-orientation – extrinsic
motivators – is often ignored by many of our users. They may rack up a
large total of rubies etc en passant as they make progress, but with no
particular urge to count or flaunt these. They are driven by higher-order
psychological imperatives.

Learning is learned

In a recent Chess24.com interview, former world champion Vladimir Kramnik asserted that
“I think the definition of talent, and of talent in chess, is the ability to learn.” Kramnik’s view represents a far bolder assertion
than might seem apparent at first, but it chimes with currently dominant views that learnability trumps ability (or the
metaphor of moving from ability to transformability in the work of a network of researchers based in the Education
Department at Cambridge University – Hart et al). It is also reinforced by research in the field of developing expertise,
inspired by the work of K. Anders Ericsson, outlined briefly earlier. But it conflicts with a previous orthodoxy, which was the
legacy of the Victorian polymath Francis Galton, which attributed talent to genetic privilege. The Galtonian legacy was
played out in the 20th century in such domains as psychometric testing for intelligence and ‘aptitude’, segregated schooling
and intra-school segregation (eg ability-grouping), alongside patently sinister theories and social practices like eugenics and
racial stereotyping and profiling.
In the 20th century this tension was often characterised as the ‘nature-nurture debate’. With our current knowledge much
widened in such fields as epigenetics, we are careful to avoid reducing these battles to a simple contrast between genetic
advantage (nature) and environmental enrichment (nurture) – the interplay is now known to be far more subtle, porous, and
collusional, and richly influenced by socio-cultural and socio-political factors. We disregard the complementary role of both
genetics and environment at our peril.
The Chessable offer aligns itself with a more nuanced synthesis of this debate: without taking an overt stance on the issue of
‘chess talent’, we are convinced by the argument and evidence that with access to the appropriate tools, infrastructure and
psychological support systems, any chessplayer can learn and improve. Indeed the very processes of learning are learnable
(a field of study known as meta-learning). We remain resolutely neutral on matters relating to rate and ceilings to
improvement, as there are far too many confounding variables at play here – many of them contestable and ill-defined in
their own right (eg concepts such as ‘potential’). Others include the ‘ageing effect’, the extent to which Chessable settings
and processes are applied assiduously and consistently, time devoted to study, etc. Chessable offers a robust platform for
chess improvement but no false promises of semi-magical rates or ceilings of improvement.
In our avoidance of false binaries, we are attracted to the Stanford academic Carol Dweck’s notion of mindset. Dweck’s work
is commonly assumed to represent a repudiation of all genetic influences on learning. In fact, a close reading of her work
reveals a studied neutrality on the issue of the nature of ‘intelligence’. For Dweck, ‘talent’ is merely the starting point, and in a
recent email exchange with her she expressed strong support for the Kramnik definition – which embodies notions of
fluidity and learnability. For a fuller exploration of the role of mindset in chess improvement, see Hymer & Wells, 2020.

Learning is chemical
With our emphasis above on the systemic and process-related elements underpinning the science of learning, let us
conclude with a brief affirmation of Plato’s famous assertion that all learning has an emotional base. This observation
foreshadowed our understanding many years later of the neuro-chemical architecture of our emotions, and resultant
therapeutic interventions in such fields as psychiatry and mental health. For present purposes, let us point out simply
that in embedding itself in an enjoyable, stress-free, game-based format, Chessable supports the release of dopamine
and endorphins to enhance learning (see for example Fiorillo, 2011 and other references for further reading in this
area). In fact it is this game-based element rather than the accumulation of extrinsic rewards per se that is the major
reason for including prizes and other extrinsic motivators in the platform.

Further Reading
For users interested in exploring the science behind Chessable in more detail, this list details some of the references
we’ve used, alongside some we’re planning to incorporate in our platform in some form over time. Whilst many of the
references on this list can be retrieved without access to a university library (via a websearch or Google Scholar) we are
not licensed to make these references available ourselves. Some journal articles can also be purchased directly from the
publisher.
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